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Abstract

Atmospheric rivers (ARs) effect inland hydrological impacts related to extreme precipitation. However, little is known about

the possible coastal hazards associated with these storms. Here we elucidate high-tide floods (HTFs) and storm surges during

ARs through a statistical analysis of data from the US West Coast during 1980-2016. HTFs and landfalling ARs co-occur more

often than expected from random chance. Between 10%-63% of HTFs coincide with landfalling ARs, depending on location.

However, only 2%-15% of ARs coincide with HTFs, suggesting that ARs typically must co-occur with anomalously high tides

or mean sea levels to cause HTFs. Storm surges during ARs are interpretable in terms of local wind, pressure, and precipitation

forcing. Meridional wind and barometric pressure are the primary drivers of the storm surge. This study highlights the relevance

of ARs to coastal impacts, clarifies the drivers of storm surge during ARs, and identifies future research directions.
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Abstract. Atmospheric rivers (ARs) effect inland hydrological impacts3

related to extreme precipitation. However, little is known about the4

possible coastal hazards associated with these events. Here we elucidate5

high-tide floods (HTFs) and storm surges during ARs on the US West6

Coast during 1980–2016. HTFs and landfalling ARs co-occur more often7

than expected from random chance. Between 10%–63% of HTFs coincide8

with landfalling ARs, depending on location. However, only 2%–15% of9

ARs coincide with HTFs, suggesting that ARs typically must co-occur10

with anomalously high tides or mean sea levels to cause HTFs. Storm11

surges during ARs are interpretable in terms of local wind, pressure, and12

precipitation forcing: meridional wind and barometric pressure are the13

primary drivers of storm surge, but precipitation can also make14

secondary contributions. This study highlights the relevance of ARs to15

coastal impacts, clarifies the drivers of storm surge during ARs, and16

identifies future research directions.17
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Plain Language Summary. ARs drive hydrological hazards over land18

related to extreme precipitation. As they make landfall, ARs typically19

bring heavy rains, strong winds, and low pressures to the coast. While20

these factors can cause storm surge and coastal flooding, little attention21

has been paid to possible coastal impacts of ARs. We establish22

relationships between ARs and HTFs on the US West Coast and identify23

the factors causing storm surge during ARs. HTFs occur at nearly the24

same time that ARs make landfall more often than expected from25

chance, meaning that ARs contribute importantly to HTFs. Even so, few26

ARs lead to HTFs—favorable tides or mean sea-level anomalies are27

usually needed on top of the storm surge from an AR to cause a HTF.28

Storm surge during an AR can be explained by the heavy rain, strong29

wind, and low pressure typically associated with the event; wind and30

pressure are the primary factors causing the surge, but rainfall can also31

have a secondary influence. Our results highlight how HTFs arise from32

the subtle interweaving of storm surge, tide, and mean sea-level effects,33

thus providing important information to managers and modelers, and34

motivating future studies on relationships between ARs and coastal35

hazards globally.36
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Key Points:37

• HTFs on the US West Coast co-occur with landfalling ARs more often than38

expected from random chance.39

• Between 10%–63% of HTFs observed by tide gauges coincide with landfalling ARs,40

depending on location.41

• Meridional wind and barometric pressure make primary contributions to storm42

surge during ARs, but rainfall can also have a secondary effect.43

1. Introduction

Atmospheric rivers (ARs) are long, narrow filaments of strong horizontal water vapor44

transport in the lower troposphere, typically associated with cold fronts of extratropical45

cyclones (Cordeira et al., 2013; Ralph et al., 2004; Ralph et al., 2017). ARs play an46

important role in the hydrological cycle, accomplishing most of the poleward moisture47

transport in the atmosphere at midlatitudes (Newman et al., 2012; Zhu and Newell,48

1998). Landfalling ARs can be forced upwards by orography, leading to extreme49

precipitation and a range of hydrological impacts (Neiman et al., 2008). In California,50

for example, precipitation due to ARs has ended droughts and caused floods, landslides,51

and other debris flows (Dettinger, 2013; Du et al., 2018; Hendy et al., 2015; Oakley et52

al., 2017; Oakley et al., 2018; Ralph et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2017; White et al., 2019).53

While most studies of hazards related to ARs focus on hydrological impacts (Payne54

et al., 2020), the conditions typifying ARs—heavy rain, strong wind, low pressure—also55

drive storm surge at the coast (Gill, 1982; Pugh and Woodworth, 2014). This suggests56
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that ARs could be relevant to coastal impacts, such as high-tide floods (HTFs;57

Moftakhari et al., 2018; Sweet and Park, 2014; Sweet et al., 2021), which negatively58

affect transportation, property, and public health and safety (Hino et al., 2019;59

Moftakhari et al., 2017). The frequency of HTFs along the US West Coast has increased60

in recent decades in some places (San Diego, La Jolla, San Francisco, and Seattle), and61

more generally shows interannual variability that correlates with phases of the El62

Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO; Sweet et al., 2021). However, few studies investigate63

the relationship between coastal sea level and ARs.64

Khouakhi and Villarini (2016) quantify the correspondence between ARs and extreme65

sea-level statistics on the US West Coast. They find that annual maxima of hourly still66

water levels at tide gauges between San Diego, California and Tofino, British Columbia67

occur within 12 hours of passing ARs 15–50% of the time. These authors also determine68

a relationship with modes of large-scale climate variability. For example, exceedances69

over the 99.5th percentile of the hourly still water level distribution during ARs occur70

more frequently during El Niños and less frequently during La Niñas.71

Shinoda et al. (2019) study the oceanic response to ARs during the CalWater 201572

field campaign. They observe daily averaged still water level anomalies of 30–50 cm at73

the Neah Bay, Washington and South Beach, Oregon tide gauges coinciding with74

landfalling ARs on 16th January and 6th February 2015. These authors determine that75

a high-resolution ocean general circulation model reproduces the timing of observed76

storm surges, but only about half of their magnitude. Shinoda et al. (2019) posit that77
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the storm-surge response is mainly due to alongshore winds and coastal currents, and78

that model-data discrepancies reflect small-scale processes unresolved by the model.79

These studies advance understanding of ARs and their impacts on sea level, but they80

also imply outstanding questions. First, the relationship between ARs and coastal81

impacts remains unclear. For instance, annual-maxima and peaks-over-threshold82

statistics from Khouakhi and Villarini (2016) are not necessarily informative of HTFs.83

Annual maxima do not correspond to HTFs in years without HTFs, and this statistic84

overlooks HTFs during years with multiple HTFs. Likewise, the 99.5th percentile of a85

still water level distribution usually does not correspond to, and tends to be lower than,86

impact thresholds (Table S1; Sweet et al., 2018), meaning that many peaks over87

thresholds studied by Khouakhi and Villarini (2016) do not correspond to HTFs.88

Second, the factors driving storm surge during ARs remain to be established. For89

example, Shinoda et al. (2019) interpret storm surges during ARs in terms of the90

ocean’s dynamic response to wind forcing. Their interpretation contrasts with Bromirski91

et al. (2017), who reason that the ocean’s isostatic adjustment to barometric pressure is92

the primary mechanism of storm surge along the US West Coast. Khouakhi and93

Villarini (2016) recommend a future study to clarify the roles of wind and pressure94

forcing on storm surges during ARs.95

Here we address these outstanding questions related to ARs, HTFs, and storm surges96

on the US West Coast. We consider tide-gauge data, HTF thresholds, a catalog of ARs,97

and a gridded atmospheric reanalysis to establish the relationship between ARs and98

HTFs as well as the factors forcing storm surge during ARs. Results reveal that ARs99
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contribute significantly to HTFs on the US West Coast, and clarify the relative effects of100

wind, pressure, and precipitation forcing on the associated storm surges.101

2. Data

We use hourly still water level observations, tidal predictions, and station datums for102

24 tide gauges on the US West Coast from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric103

Administration (NOAA) Center for Operational Oceanographic Products and Services104

(CO-OPS). These records are selected because they are relatively long, complete, and105

span much of the US West Coast (Figure 1; Table S1). They also represent the union of106

US stations considered either in past studies of ARs and sea level on the US West Coast107

(Khouakhi and Villarini, 2016; Shinoda et al., 2019) or in government reports on HTFs108

(e.g., Sweet et al., 2021), allowing us to interpret our results in light of past findings.109

We also use the Scripps Institution of Oceanography AR catalog of Gershunov et al.110

(2017), which is generated by applying an automated AR detection algorithm to111

6-hourly integrated water vapor transport (IVT) and integrated water vapor (IWV)112

from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Center for113

Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) Reanalysis 1 (Kalnay et al., 1996). Landfalling114

ARs are identified by their spatial extent (≥ 1500 km), temporal duration (≥ 18 hours),115

IVT (≥ 250 kg m−1 s−1), and IWV (≥ 15 mm). The landfalling location of an AR116

satisfying these criteria is defined as the reanalysis grid cell with the maximum IVT117

along the coast. The catalog includes the time, location, IWT, IVT, and zonal and118

meridional wind of ARs at their landfalling locations on a 2.5◦ × 2.5◦ grid along the US119

West Coast (22.5–57.5◦N, 105–135◦W; Figure 1) from January 1948 to March 2017. To120
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complement information provided by the Gershunov et al. (2017) catalog, we also121

consider daily meridional and zonal wind stress, barometric pressure, and precipitation122

from the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis 1.123

We consider the data between 1 January 1980 and 31 December 2016. The start date124

is chosen partly based on the tide-gauge records, many of which begin in the late 1970s.125

By not considering data prior to 1980, we also avoid possible discontinuities in the126

reanalysis related to the advent of satellite data in the late 1970s. Data processing and127

methods specific to the analysis of either HTFs or storm surges are described in the next128

two sections before the respective results are introduced.129

3. High-tide floods

We establish relationships between ARs and HTFs on the US West Coast using a130

peaks-over-threshold approach (cf. Khouakhi and Villarini, 2016). For each tide gauge,131

we count the number of days when HTFs occur for at least one hour (HTF days). We132

identify HTFs when still water levels exceed the local minor flood thresholds defined by133

Sweet et al. (2018), which range between 56–64 cm above local mean higher high water134

(Table S1). We also count the number of days when an AR passes nearby a tide gauge135

(AR days). An AR is nearby a tide gauge when it has IVT ≥ 500 kg m−1 s−1 at its136

landfalling location in the grid cell whose centroid is closest to the gauge (Figure 1).137

Note that results are qualitatively insensitive to reasonable alternative definitions of138

“nearby” (Figure 3a). We also count the number of days when both a HTF occurs and139

an AR passes nearby the gauge within ±24 hours of the HTF (HTF-and-AR days).140

Finally, we count the hypothetical number of days when HTFs would have occurred141
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from mean sea-level changes and tides alone, absent any surges, by removing the142

predicted tide from the hourly water level data, low-pass filtering the non-tidal residuals143

with a 20-day moving median operator, adding back the predicted tide, and identifying144

days when the flood threshold is exceeded. We run 1,000 bootstrap iterations to145

estimate uncertainty due to the finite record length of the data (Supporting Information146

Text S1). We quantify statistical significance by comparing observed values to values147

determined synthetically through 1,000 simulations of stochastic processes (Supporting148

Information Text S2).149

HTF days and AR days along the US West Coast show clear spatial structure150

(Figures 2a, 2b). More HTF days and AR days were experienced on the Northwest151

Coast than the Southwest Coast. For example, San Diego, California experienced152

79± 17 HTF days and 259± 30 AR days during the study period, whereas Neah Bay,153

Washington witnessed 329± 37 HTF days and 760± 54 AR days over that same time.154

All ± ranges identify 95% confidence intervals based on bootstrapping. The Puget155

Sound is an exception to the rule: fewer HTF days and AR days occurred at156

higher-latitude tide gauges in this estuary compared to lower-latitude tide gauges on the157

open-ocean coasts of Oregon and Washington, suggesting that these estuarine locations158

are more sheltered from processes driving HTFs and ARs. Central California also159

deviates from the trend, as fewer HTF days were observed at mid-latitude locations in160

this region compared to lower-latitude sites in Southern California. The basic patterns161

of HTF days and AR days found here are consistent with previous studies. For example,162

Sweet et al. (2021) report that more HTFs happen on the open coasts of Oregon and163
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Washington than on the California coast or within the Puget Sound (their Appendix 1),164

while Neiman et al. (2008) find that more AR days occur on the Northwest Coast of165

North America than on the Southwest Coast. However, past studies do not interrogate166

possible connections between HTFs and ARs.167

To clarify relationships between ARs and HTFs, we compute percentages of HTF168

days that are AR days and AR days that are HTF days (Figures 2c, 2d, 3a). The169

percentage of HTF days that are AR days quantifies whether ARs are a necessary170

condition for HTFs (values ∼ 100% indicate that HTFs only occur during ARs), while171

the percentage of AR days that are HTF days measures whether ARs are a sufficient172

condition for HTFs (values ∼ 100% indicate that ARs always lead to HTFs). On173

average along the coast, 28%± 2.3% of HTF days are AR days, but values are elevated174

between Monterey and Arena Cove (48%± 6.9%) in Central California, with the highest175

percentage (63%± 19%) observed at San Francisco (Figures 2c, 3a). Similar findings176

were obtained using alternative criteria for evaluating if an AR is near a tide gauge177

(Figure 3a), meaning that these results are robust to these subjective analysis choices.178

In comparison, the percentage of AR days that are HTF days is lower on average179

(5.2%± 0.4%), peaking more to the north, with 10%± 1.1% of AR days being HTF days180

between Port Orford, Oregon and Toke Point, Washington (Figure 2d), suggesting that181

ARs alone are seldom sufficient to cause HTFs. Nevertheless, at nearly all sites, values182

in Figures 2c, 2d, 3a are statistically significant (P < 0.05), meaning that HTFs and183

ARs co-occur more often than expected from random chance, and that ARs are184

important contributors to HTFs.185
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HTF and AR frequencies also vary across time (Figure 3b). The annual number of186

HTFs averaged along the US West Coast varies from 0.7± 0.7 to 13± 5.9 days per year,187

while the average number of ARs ranges between 7.2± 3.1 and 21± 6.3 days per year188

(Figure 3b). HTF days were highest in 1982 (13± 5.9 days) and 1997 (12± 5.4 days)189

during strong positive ENSO events. This observation is consistent with past studies190

identifying a relationship between ENSO and HTF frequency on the US West Coast191

(Sweet and Park, 2014; Sweet et al., 2021). The Pearson correlation coefficient between192

interannual variations in HTF and AR days on the US West Coast (0.2± 0.2) is not193

statistically significant (P > 0.05). In contrast, the number of HTF days per year is194

significantly correlated with annual mean sea-level anomaly averaged along the coast195

(0.7± 0.1, P < 0.01; Figure 3b). An even higher correlation (0.9± 0.1, P < 0.01) is196

found between observed HTF days and hypothetical HTF days expected from tides and197

mean sea-level changes, such that the latter explains 66± 14% of the variance in the198

former, suggesting that changes in these extreme sea-level events are governed more by199

tides and mean sea-level changes than changes in storminess (cf. Marcos et al., 2015;200

Menéndez and Woodworth, 2010; Ray and Merrifield, 2019; Thompson et al., 2021).201

4. Storm surges

We quantify storm surges and their causes during ARs on the US West Coast using a202

composite analysis (cf. Shinoda et al., 2019). We identify all ARs passing by tide gauges203

during the study period. For each AR as it passes by a gauge, we isolate the day when204

maximum IVT takes place and interpret it as when the gauge experiences the strongest205

effect of the AR. We then take the associated daily storm surge from the tide gauge,206
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which we calculate from daily-mean still water level by removing the predicted tide,207

seasonal cycle, and linear trend, and then applying a high-pass filter based on a 20-day208

moving median operator.209

Storm surges during ARs show clear spatial structure (Figures 4a, 4b, 5a). Surges are210

larger on average at higher latitudes (Figures 4a, 5a). Mean storm surge during an AR211

grows from 3.1± 1.2 cm at Santa Monica, California to 21± 3.2 cm at Toke Point,212

Washington. Deviations from this trend are apparent at locations in the Puget Sound,213

where mean surge values are lower than expected from latitude alone, which could214

reflect important estuarine processes distinct from the mechanisms that mediate storm215

surge along the open-ocean coastline. Storm surge is also more variable at higher216

latitudes (Figure 4b). For example, the standard deviation of storm surge during ARs is217

4.3± 0.8 cm at La Jolla, California, 12± 1.6 cm at South Beach, Oregon, and 20± 5.3218

cm at Toke Point, Washington. [Note that, while we use mean and standard deviation219

as summary statistics, storm surge distributions are not Gaussian (Figure S1).] Such220

surges are rarely large enough, when superimposed on mean higher high water, to221

overtop flood thresholds (cf. Table S1; Figure S1). This corroborates the suggestion222

made in the previous section that ARs alone are seldom sufficient to cause HTFs.223

These basic patterns are qualitatively consistent with previous numerical studies of224

sea level and ARs as well as past observational studies of storm surge in the region.225

Considering tide-gauge data during 1935–2014, Bromirski et al. (2017) show that the226

99th percentile of hourly non-tidal winter residuals increases steadily from 10–15 cm in227

Southern California to 45–55 cm in Oregon and Washington (their Figure 2c). Serafin et228
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al. (2017) reveal that the average and spread of observed annual maxima in hourly229

non-tidal residuals from 11 tide gauges between La Jolla, California and Neah Bay,230

Washington increase from south to north along the coast (their Figure 1e). Using a231

high-resolution ocean general circulation model, Shinoda et al. (2019) report that232

coastal sea level rises during the days leading up to an AR by between . 1 cm off233

Southern California to & 4 cm off Oregon and Washington (their Figure 8h). However,234

these studies do not establish what processes drive storm surge during landfalling ARs.235

To attribute observed surges (Figures 4a, 4b), we use contemporaneous daily zonal

and meridional wind stress, barometric pressure, and precipitation from NCEP/NCAR

Reanalysis 1 at the grid cells closest to the tide gauges. We remove seasonal cycles and

linear trends from the reanalysis and apply a 20-day high-pass filter. To quantify how

much storm surge can be understood in terms of local wind, pressure, and precipitation

anomalies, we consider a simple model that represents surge as a linear superposition of

the atmospheric forcing

ζ =

ζ̂︷ ︸︸ ︷
aππ + bπH (π)︸ ︷︷ ︸

ζ̂π

+ aττ + bτH (τ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ζ̂τ

+ app+ bpH (p)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ζ̂p

+ aqq + bqH (q)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ζ̂q

+ε. (1)

Here ζ is storm surge, π and τ are zonal and meridional wind stress, respectively, p is236

barometric pressure, q is precipitation, H is Hilbert transform, the a’s and b’s are real237

constants, and ε is a residual. The Hilbert transform rotates each Fourier component of238

a time series by ±90◦ (Thomson and Emery, 2014). Thus, including Hilbert transforms239

on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) allows for general phase relationships between the240

atmospheric forcing and the oceanic response. For clarity, let ζ̂π, ζ̂τ , ζ̂p, and ζ̂q identify241

the modeled ζ responses to π, τ , p, and q forcing, respectively, and ζ̂ the total modeled ζ242
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response. We use ridge regression to determine the a’s and b’s at each tide gauge243

(Supporting Information Text S3), which is preferable to ordinary least squares given244

possible collinearity between predictors. Results are based on a ridge-parameter value of245

λ = 0.3, but similar findings follow from a range of λ values (Figure S2).246

Modeled ζ̂ shows skill in explaining ζ observed at tide gauges (Figures 4, 5). The247

model reproduces the observed structure that surges grow larger and more variable with248

latitude along the coast (Figure 4). Mean storm surges from the observations ζ and the249

model ζ̂ overlap within estimated uncertainties everywhere on the California coast250

(Figure 5a). Along Oregon and Washington, the model can underestimate observed251

mean storm surge (by as much as 32% on average at Cherry Point, Washington),252

possibly due to shrinkage related to the ridge regression, reanalysis errors (e.g., due to253

coarse grid cells that overlap land and sea), or processes absent from the model (Figure254

5a). The model also accounts for most of the observed storm-surge variation at all255

gauges (Figure 5b), explaining between 57± 20% (La Jolla, California) and 87± 3.4%256

(Point Reyes, California) of the variance in the data.257

The model is also informative of the relative influences of π, τ , p, and q forcing on ζ258

(Figure 5). Primary contributions to ζ are made by p and τ (Figure 5). On average, ζ̂p259

contributions to mean ζ values are nearly spatially uniform along the coast, ranging260

between 2–5 cm (Figure 5a). In contrast, average ζ̂τ values become larger with latitude,261

growing from 0.3± 0.9 cm at Santa Monica, California to 11± 2.3 cm at Toke Point,262

Washington. In Southern California and within Puget Sound, ζ̂p is the more important263

contributor to ζ variance, but elsewhere ζ̂τ and ζ̂p contribute comparably (Figure 5b).264
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Forcing by q can also make secondary contributions (Figure 5). Mean ζ̂q values are265

distinguishable from zero at most sites, reaching as high as 2.3± 0.8 cm in Point Reyes,266

California and 3.2± 2.0 cm in Toke Point, Washington (Figure 5a). In and around San267

Francisco Bay, and along portions of the Washington coast, ζ̂q explains 10–20% of the ζ268

variance on average (Figure 5b). In contrast, π forcing is largely insignificant (Figure 5).269

In most places, estimates of ζ variance explained by ζ̂π overlap with zero (Figure 5b),270

and mean ζ̂π values are indistinguishable from zero or small and negative (Figure 5a).271

Two reasons may together explain our finding that π is not an important contributor.272

First, τ anomalies, which are mostly alongshore on the US West Coast, are typically273

stronger than π anomalies, which are mainly onshore, during ARs at gauges (Figure S3).274

Second, ζ can be more sensitive to an alongshore wind-stress anomaly than to an onshore275

wind-stress anomaly of equal magnitude (Supporting Information Text S4; Figure S2).276

More generally, spatial structures apparent in storm-surge contributors (Figure 5) may277

have partly to do with variations in the orientation or strength of ARs along the coast.278

5. Summary and Discussion

Atmospheric rivers (ARs) typically bring heavy rain, strong wind, and low pressure279

to the coastal zone. We established relationships between ARs and high-tide floods280

(HTFs), and identified forcing mechanisms responsible for storm surge during ARs on281

the US West Coast during 1980–2016. ARs and HTFs co-occur more often than282

expected from random chance, and 10–63% of HTFs coincide with ARs, depending on283

location (Figures 2, 3). Interannual variations in HTF days and AR days per year are284

not significantly correlated (Figure 3), meaning that more ARs do not necessarily result285
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in more HTFs. Instead, there is a significant correlation between observed HTF days per286

year and the HTF days expected from tides and mean sea-level changes alone (Figure287

3). A linear model including local wind, pressure, and precipitation forcing accounts for288

≥ 68% of the average magnitude and 57–87% of the variance in magnitude of storm289

surges during ARs (Figures 4, 5). Meridional wind and barometric pressure make290

primary contributions to storm surge, but precipitation has a secondary effect in some291

places (Figure 5).292

HTFs arise from a subtle interplay of distinct processes acting on different timescales.293

Fewer HTFs would occur from tides and mean sea-level changes in the absence of surges294

due to ARs and other events (Figure 3). However, surges associated with ARs are rarely295

large enough, when added to mean higher high water, to cause HTFs on their own296

(Figure 3). It is only when superimposed on a favorable tide or mean sea-level anomaly297

that storm surges related to ARs are generally capable of exceeding HTF thresholds.298

For a full understanding of observed HTFs, the effects of surges, tides, and mean sea299

level must all be considered.300

This paper advances knowledge of hazards related to ARs and the oceanic response to301

atmospheric forcing on the US West Coast. Past studies emphasize hydrological impacts302

of ARs related to extreme precipitation (Payne et al., 2020), but we show that ARs also303

drive coastal impacts related to sea level. By quantifying relationships between HTFs304

and ARs, and identifying the factors driving storm surge during these events, we resolve305

outstanding questions in the literature (Bromirski et al., 2017; Khouakhi and Villarini,306

2016; Shinoda et al., 2019). This paper elucidates a mechanism of HTFs, occurrences of307
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which are increasing on much of the US Coast (Sweet et al., 2021), and will accelerate308

into the future (Thompson et al., 2021). Our work is consistent with the notion that309

observed changes in sea-level extremes are attributable more to changes in mean sea310

level and the tides than to changes in storminess (Marcos et al., 2015; Menéndez and311

Woodworth, 2010; Ray and Merrifield, 2019; Thompson et al., 2021). Our results also312

underscore the importance of understanding locally forced high-frequency sea-level313

variability on the US West Coast (Battisti and Hickey, 1984; Bromirski et al., 2017;314

Chapman, 1987; Gill and Clarke, 1974; Ryan and Noble, 2006; Verdy et al., 2014).315

We conclude with some limitations of our study and future research directions.316

1. Space constraints precluded a complete study of the spatiotemporal statistics of317

HTFs and ARs on the US West Coast. Future studies should consider more granular318

details, such as temporal variation in HTF and AR co-occurrences at individual tide319

gauges across various timescales, including the seasonal cycle and decadal trends, to320

identify whether sea-level rise influences the covariance between HTFs and ARs, and if321

HTFs due to ARs occur mainly in particular months of the year (Thompson et al., 2021).322

2. We focused on the US West Coast, but ARs make landfall in other mid- and323

high-latitude regions (Payne et al., 2020). Links should be established between ARs and324

sea-level extremes on a more global basis (cf. Ridder et al., 2018; Carvajal et al., 2021).325

3. We used the AR catalog of Gershunov et al. (2017) and NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis326

1 (Kalnay et al., 1996). However, other AR catalogues have been published, which can327

differ in terms of their detection algorithms (Rutz et al., 2019; Shields et al., 2018), and328

other reanalysis products are available, which can feature different spacetime resolutions,329
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data constraints, and assimilation methods (Gelaro et al., 2017; Hersbach et al., 2020;330

Kobayashi et al., 2015). Multiple catalogs and reanalyses should be considered to more331

thoroughly quantify uncertainty.332

4. We focused on storm surge and HTFs, but ARs could affect other quantities of333

interest to coastal impacts, such as waves and erosion (Serafin et al., 2017; Theuerkauf et334

al., 2014). A more comprehensive assessment of coastal hazards due to landfalling ARs,335

including their role in compound events (AghaKouchak et al., 2020), should be made.336

5. We used flood thresholds from the common impact threshold framework of Sweet337

et al. (2018), which is a consistent national coastal flood metric, applicable everywhere338

tidal datums are established. However, flood thresholds based on this framework may be339

lower or higher than levels that correspond to local impacts (Kriebel and Geiman, 2013).340

The sensitivity of our results to other definitions of flood threshold should be quantified.341

6. Our investigation of storm surge was statistical in nature. Regression coefficients342

found empirically from the data are consistent with basic expectations for a343

coastal-trapped barotropic sea-level response to local wind, pressure, and precipitation344

forcing over a frictional shelf (Supporting Information Text S4; Figure S2), suggesting345

that we identify causal relationships between storm surge and atmospheric forcing. Even346

so, a more physics-based assessment would be informative, allowing the relative roles of347

the various (correlated) forcing mechanisms to be more unambiguously identified.348

Because precipitation is not often identified as a driver of storm surge (Gill, 1982; Pugh349

and Woodworth, 2014), it would be particularly informative to test our hypothesis that350

precipitation can contribute to storm surge during ARs.351
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7. We used observations of the past four decades, but the nature of ARs could change352

under future warming. While their dynamical response to climate change remains353

uncertain (Shepherd et al., 2014; Vallis et al., 2015), ARs are expected to become more354

frequent (Espinoza et al., 2018), contain more moisture (Dettinger, 2011), and shift355

poleward (Yin, 2005) as the climate changes. It remains to evaluate how future changes356

in ARs would aggravate coastal impacts already expected from future sea-level rise357

(Jevrejeva et al., 2019; Kopp et al., 2017).358
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Figure 1. Study region. Colored circles identify locations of tide gauges. Thick black squares552

mark centers of grid cells in the catalog of ARs. Thin square outlines denote 2.5◦ × 2.5◦ catalog553

grid-cell boundaries. Inset shows study region in global context.554
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Figure 2. Number of (a.) HTF days and (b.) AR days at tide gauges during 1980–2016.555

Percentage of (c.) HTF days experiencing ARs, and (d.) AR days experiencing HTFs. The556

“x” at Santa Monica, California in panels (c.) and (d.) indicates that the value is not557

significant given the null hypothesis of two uncorrelated stochastic Poisson processes558

(Supporting Information Text S2).559
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Figure 3. (a.) Percentage of HTF days with ARs during 1980–2016. Different colors identify560

different criteria applied to determine whether an AR is nearby during a HTF (i.e., whether the561

minimum IVT threshold is 250 or 500 kg m−1 s−1 and 1 or 2 nearby grid cells are considered).562

(b.) Averages across all tide gauges along the US West Coast of yearly observed HTF days563

(blue), AR days (orange), and annual mean sea level (black). Thick lines and shaded values564

are, respectively, bootstrap estimates of average values and 95% confidence intervals. Blue565

dashed line is the best estimate of the number of HTF days per year expected hypothetically566

from tides and mean sea-level changes (see text for details). Note that the horizontal axis has567

units of meteorological years (April–May).568
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Figure 4. Composite (a.) averages and (b.) standard deviations of storm surge during ARs569

observed by tide gauges over 1980–2016. (c.), (d.) As in (a.), (b.) but based on the570

ridge-regression model including local wind, pressure, and precipitation forcing.571
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Figure 5. (a.) Average ζ value across all ARs observed by tide gauges during 1980–2016572

(black) alongside corresponding total ζ̂ (orange), zonal-wind-driven ζ̂π (yellow),573

meridional-wind-driven ζ̂τ (purple), pressure-driven ζ̂p (green), precipitation-driven ζ̂q (blue)574

modeled values. (b.) Observed ζ variance explained by the various model estimates at each tide575

gauge during 1980–2016. Thick lines and shaded values are, respectively, bootstrap estimates of576

the mean and 95% confidence interval. We define the variance V in a variable x explained by577

another variable y as V = 100%×
[
1− var (x− y)

/
var (x)

]
where var is the variance operator.578
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S1. Bootstrapping

We use bootstrapping to quantify uncertainty related to the finite record lengths of4

the data (e.g., Efron and Hastie, 2016). Given time-series data (e.g., hourly tide-gauge5

water-level observations), for each sample statistic (e.g., mean, standard deviation), we6

perform 1,000 iterations of randomly selecting (with replacement) a number of data7

values equal to the length of the original data record and computing the sample8

statistic. Since values can be repeated or omitted, statistics computed during any given9

iteration can differ from the value computed from the original data. Values in the main10

text are usually given in the form of averages or 95% confidence intervals from the11

resulting distributions.12

Note that, for quantities that depend on the covariance between time series (e.g.,13

variance explained, co-occurrence of HTFs and ARs), we randomly select the time14

points at each bootstrapping iteration and use those common time points for each data15

series involved in the calculation. For example, we compute regression coefficients using16

contemporaneous storm surge, wind stress, barometric pressure, and freshwater flux.17

A caveat of the bootstrapping method used here is that it is performed independently18

at each tide-gauge location. Thus, when computing spatial averages, we will tend to19

underestimate the true uncertainties, since the approach effectively assumes that errors20

are uncorrelated across tide gauges. In reality, there are spatial dependencies in the21

processes under consideration that should be taken into account in a more complete22

future spatiotemporal statistical analysis.23
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S2. Hypothesis testing

To evaluate whether relationships between quantities of interest in section 3 of the24

main text are statistically significant, we run Monte Carlo simulations of synthetic25

stochastic processes. For example, we compute the significance of the co-occurrence of26

(or correlation between) HTFs and ARs by comparing observed values (Figures 2, 3) to27

values expected from two independent stochastic daily Poisson processes with parameter28

values determined from the observed numbers of HTF days and AR days during the29

study period. The corresponding P -value is calculated as the fraction of the time that30

co-occurrences are more frequent (or that correlations are stronger) in the simulations31

than in the observations. Likewise, we quantify the significance of the correlation32

between interannual time series of HTFs and mean sea level (Figure 3b) by comparing33

to simulated correlations between a random Poisson process with parameter value based34

on the observed number of HTFs and a random zero-mean Gaussian process with35

variance parameter equal to the variance of the observed mean sea-level time series.36

S3. Ridge regression

Consider the linear model

y = Xβ + ε (S1)

where y is the n× 1 known observational vector, X is the n× p known structure matrix,37

ε is the n× 1 noise vector, and β is the p× 1 vector of unknown parameters to be38

determined. With reference to Eq. (1) in the main text, the vector y in Eq. (S1)39

corresponds to the observed storm surge, matrix X corresponds to the local wind,40

pressure, and precipitation forcing, and vector β corresponds to the a and b terms.41
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The ordinary least squares estimate of the parameter vector is

β̂OLS =
(
XTX

)−1
XTy. (S2)

If elements of the structure matrix are collinear, then the inner product matrix XTX42

can be poorly conditioned (or even singular), resulting in large uncertainties on β̂OLS.43

This is a concern in the present context, since the predictor variables can be correlated.44

As just one randomly selected example, the Pearson correlation coefficient between45

anomalous meridional wind stress and barometric pressure across 108 landfalling ARs at46

Port Chicago, California during 1980–2016 is −0.53 (P < 0.01).47

Ridge regression is a regularization technique that gives more accurate (but biased)

estimates relative to ordinary least squares in problems with correlated predictors. The

ridge-regression estimate of the parameter vector is (e.g., Efron and Hastie, 2016)

β̂RR =
(
XTX + λI

)−1
XTy. (S3)

where λ > 0 is a real constant and I is the identity matrix. See Efron and Hastie (2016)48

for a Bayesian interpretation of λ in terms of prior belief.49

We use Eq. (S3) with λ = 0.3 to solve for the a’s and b’s in Eq. (1) in the main text.50

Results are robust to the selection of λ, and similar regression coefficients are found for a51

wide range of λ values (Figure S2). Before evaluating Eq. (S3), we standardize the52

predictors to have zero mean and unit sum of squares. We also remove the mean from53

the observational vector. After computing β̂RR, we rescale the regression coefficients54

back to their respective physical units (cf. Figure S2).55
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S4. Theoretical coefficients

To interpret regression coefficients determined empirically from the data (Figure S2),

we build a model of the coastal sea-level response to surface wind, pressure, and

precipitation forcing. Imagine a straight coastline extending infinitely in the

meridional/alongshore (y) coordinate. The coast faces the ocean to the west, with the

origin in the zonal/onshore coordinate (x) at the coast. Offshore positions have values

x < 0. We consider the following form of shallow water equations

ηt +Hux = 0, (S4)

−fv = −g
[
η +

1

ρg
p+

∫ t

q(t′) dt′
]
x

+
1

ρH
π, (S5)

vt + fu =
1

ρH
τ − γv. (S6)

Here t is time, subscript is partial differentiation, p is barometric pressure, q is

precipitation, π and τ are onshore and alongshore wind stress, respectively, η is adjusted

sea level (Gill, 1982; Ponte, 2006)

η
.

= ζ −
∫ t

q(t′) dt′, (S7)

where ζ is sea level, u is onshore velocity, v is alongshore velocity, ρ is constant ocean56

density, g is gravitational acceleration, f is the Coriolis parameter, H is constant ocean57

depth, and γ
.

= r
/
H is an inverse timescale, where r is a linear friction coefficient.58

The choice of the locally forced form of Eqs. (S4)–(S6) is partly motivated by the59

regression analysis, which suggests that observed storm surges can be largely understood60

in terms of local wind, pressure, and precipitation forcing (Figure 5). We have omitted61

terms involving the onshore velocity in the onshore momentum equation, and the effects62
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of stratification, nonlinearities, and alongshore dependence in the governing equations.63

These omissions follow formally from the assumptions that Burger and Rossby numbers64

are small, alongshore scales are much larger than onshore scales, alongshore motions are65

much stronger than onshore motions, and frequencies are sub-inertial.66

We suppose that surface forcing by an AR is described by temporal plane waves that

decay spatially away from the coast

F (x, t) = F0 exp (kx− iσt) , F ∈ {p, q, π, τ} , (S8)

where i
.

=
√
−1, σ is angular frequency, and k and F0 are real constants. We demand

that the oceanic response is separable and described by plane waves in time

y (x, t) = ỹ (x) exp (−iσt) , y ∈ {η, u, v} , (S9)

where η̃, ũ, and ṽ are functions of the onshore coordinate to be determined.67

Inserting (S8) and (S9) into (S4)–(S6) and rearranging gives a second-order

inhomogeneous linear ordinary differential equation for onshore structure

η̃xx − κ2η̃ =

[
− k

ρg
p0 − i

k

σ
q0 +

1

ρgH
π0 +

f

ρgH

(
γ + iσ

γ2 + σ2

)
τ0

]
k exp (kx) (S10)

where κ
.

= s exp (iϕ)
/
LR is complex, with barotropic Rossby radius of deformation68

LR
.

=
√
gH
/
f , amplitude s

.
=
[
1 +

(
γ
/
σ
)2]−1/4

, and phase ϕ
.

= 1
2

arctan
(
−γ
/
σ
)
.69

The boundary conditions are

η → 0 as x→ −∞, (S11)

η̃x = − k

ρg
p0 − i

k

σ
q0 +

1

ρgH
π0 +

f

ρgH

(
γ + iσ

γ2 + σ2

)
τ0 at x = 0. (S12)

The first boundary condition demands a shore-trapped solution, whereas the second70

boundary condition can be shown to be a form of no-normal flow through the boundary.71
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The solution to Eq. (S10) subject to Eqs. (S11) and (S12) is

η̃ (x) =
k exp (kx) + κ exp (−κx)

k2 − κ2

[
− k

ρg
p0 − i

k

σ
q0 +

1

ρgH
π0 +

f

ρgH

(
γ + iσ

γ2 + σ2

)
τ0

]
.

(S13)

which, at the coast, simplifies to

η̃ (x = 0) =
1

k − κ

[
− k

ρg
p0 − i

k

σ
q0 +

1

ρgH
π0 +

f

ρgH

(
γ + iσ

γ2 + σ2

)
τ0

]
. (S14)

Adding iq0
/
σ to convert from effective sea level to sea level [cf. Eq. (S7)] and scaling by

exp (−iσt), we obtain the time-variable coastal sea-level solution

ζ (x = 0, t) =
1

k − κ

[
− k

ρg
p− iκ

σ
q +

1

ρgH
π +

f

ρgH

(
γ + iσ

γ2 + σ2

)
τ

]
, (S15)

where, on the right side, we understand the forcing terms to be evaluated at the coast.72

Recognizing that i exp (−iσt) = H [exp (−iσt)] by definition of the Hilbert transform

H, and in analogy with Eq. (1) in the main text, we can write Eq. (S15) equivalently as

ζ (x = 0, t) = aππ + bπH (π) + aττ + bτH (τ) + app+ bpH (p) + aqq + bqH (q) , (S16)

where

aπ
.

= <
[

1

k − κ

(
1

ρgH

)]
, bπ

.
= =

[
1

k − κ

(
1

ρgH

)]
, (S17)

aτ
.

= <
{

1

k − κ

[
f

ρgH

(
γ + iσ

γ2 + σ2

)]}
, bτ

.
= =

{
1

k − κ

[
f

ρgH

(
γ + iσ

γ2 + σ2

)]}
, (S18)

ap
.

= <
[

1

k − κ

(
− k

ρg

)]
, bp

.
= =

[
1

k − κ

(
− k

ρg

)]
, (S19)

aq
.

= <
[

1

k − κ

(
−iκ
σ

)]
, bq

.
= =

[
1

k − κ

(
−iκ
σ

)]
, (S20)

and where < and = correspond to real and imaginary parts, respectively.73

To evaluate Eqs. (S17)–(S20), we use reasonable, representative numerical values or74

ranges for the various parameters (Table S2). We assume that σ is between 2π
/

(1 day)75
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and 2π
/

(6 days). This range is selected because roughly two-thirds of the landfalling76

ARs considered here have lifetimes between 1 and 6 days (not shown).77

In Figure S2, we compare numerical values of the various a and b terms determined78

empirically from ridge regression applied to the data to those values expected79

theoretically from first principles as embodied in Eqs. (S17)–(S20) and evaluated as80

described in the previous paragraph. Empirical values are shown as a function of81

ridge-regression parameter λ and represent 95% confidence intervals across all tide82

gauges and bootstrap iterations. Theoretical values are shown as minima and maxima83

based on the parameter values in Table S2 and the target frequency range.84

Acknowledging that uncertainties are large, we find that empirical and theoretical85

coefficients are roughly consistent to order of magnitude, overlapping within their86

estimated uncertainties (Figure S2). This supports the hypothesis that statistical results87

in the main text are informative of causal relationships. Note that, in mentioning the88

rough consistency between empirical and theoretical results, we are not arguing that the89

analytical model represents all of the relevant physics underlying ζ during ARs. This90

model framework is highly simplified, and omits many factors that may be important in91

the real world (e.g., stratification, nonlinearities, alongshore dependence, topographic92

variation). Our goal here was to identify a simple model based on reasonable93

assumptions and amenable to analytical solution to show that statistical relationships94

between forcing and response obtained through regression analysis are not in gross95

conflict with expectations from basic physics. While we believe we have largely96

accomplished this goal, we recognize that our results identify open questions. For97
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example, while the estimates feature overlapping uncertainties, empirical values of aπ are98

largely negative, whereas first principles predict a positive aπ value (Figure S2 top left).99

(Keep in mind that, according to regression analysis, π is not an important ζ driver.)100

We speculate that this discrepancy could reflect unphysical relationships inferred by the101

regression analysis or important physics not represented in the analytical model. Future102

studies based on more comprehensive causal frameworks (e.g., high-resolution general103

circulation models) could revisit these questions to identify more unambiguously the104

relative roles of different forcing mechanisms and the nature of the oceanic response.105
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Station ID Latitude Longitude Completeness Threshold (cm) 99.5th Percentile (cm)
San Diego 9410170 32.7◦N 117.2◦W 99.2% 57.0 37.8
La Jolla 9410230 32.9◦N 117.3◦W 99.7% 56.5 36.3
Los Angeles 9410660 33.7◦N 118.3◦W 100.0% 56.7 36.0
Santa Monica 9410840 34◦N 118.5◦W 91.4% 56.6 37.0
Port San Luis 9412110 35.2◦N 120.8◦W 99.5% 56.5 32.4
Monterey 9413450 36.6◦N 121.9◦W 99.7% 56.5 31.7
Alameda 9414750 37.8◦N 122.3◦W 99.8% 58.0 27.4
San Francisco 9414290 37.8◦N 122.5◦W 99.8% 57.1 28.1
Point Reyes 9415020 38.0◦N 123.0◦W 98.9% 57.0 32.5
Port Chicago 9415144 38.1◦N 122.0◦W 98.5% 56.0 26.9
Arena Cove 9416841 38.9◦N 123.7◦W 78.8% 57.2 34.8
Humboldt Bay 9418767 40.8◦N 124.2◦W 98.4% 58.4 37.7
Crescent City 9419750 41.7◦N 124.2◦W 98.8% 58.4 36.0
Port Orford 9431647 42.7◦N 124.5◦W 87.2% 58.9 39.3
Charleston 9432780 43.3◦N 124.3◦W 98.5% 59.3 40.5
South Beach 9435380 44.6◦N 124.0◦W 99.3% 60.2 43.3
Astoria 9439040 46.2◦N 123.8◦W 99.3% 60.5 44.4
Toke Point 9440910 46.7◦N 124.0◦W 92.2% 60.9 51.1
Seattle 9447130 47.6◦N 122.3◦W 100.0% 63.8 34.9
Port Townsend 9444900 48.1◦N 122.8◦W 99.6% 60.4 36.3
Port Angeles 9444090 48.1◦N 123.4◦W 98.8% 58.6 41.5
Neah Bay 9443090 48.4◦N 124.6◦W 99.7% 59.7 46.0
Friday Harbor 9449880 48.5◦N 123.0◦W 99.9% 59.5 39.1
Cherry Point 9449424 48.9◦N 122.8◦W 98.5% 61.2 37.2

Table S1. Name, identification number, latitude, longitude, completeness, HTF threshold, and112

99.5th percentile of tide-gauge stations and their hourly still water level records during113

1980–2016. Identification numbers are as provided by NOAA. Completeness refers to the114

percentage of hours during the study period for which the tide gauge returned valid hourly still115

water level data. HTF threshold is a linear function of great diurnal range (difference between116

mean higher high water and mean lower low water) after Sweet et al. (2018). Values for HTF117

threshold and 99.5th percentile are relative to mean higher high water. Note that the118

Humboldt Bay tide gauge is also known as North Spit.119
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Parameter Description Value
ζ Sea Level —
η Effective Sea Level —
u Onshore Velocity —
v Alongshore Velocity —
τ Meridional Wind Stress —
π Zonal Wind Stress —
q Precipitation —
p Barometric Pressure —
t Time —
x Onshore Coordinate —
σ Angular Frequency —
ρ Ocean Density 1000 kg m−3

g Gravitational Acceleration 10 m s−2

k Offshore Decay Scale 50–200 km
H Shelf Depth 100–200 m
f Coriolis Parameter 0.6–1.1×10−4 s−1

r Friction Coefficient 1× 10−4–1× 10−2 m s−1

γ Inverse Frictional Timescale 5× 10−7–1× 10−4 s−1

Table S2. Analytical model variables and parameters. Reasonable parameter values and120

ranges are given where applicable.121
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Figure S1. Blue shading shows probability density functions of surges during ARs at example122

tide gauges (location names and number of AR events identified in the title of each panel). For123

reference, gray shading identifies the 56–64-cm range that encompasses the HTF thresholds124

(above mean higher high water) at the tide gauges (cf. Table S1).125
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Figure S2. Coefficients between atmospheric forcing and storm surge ζ found empirically from126

regression analysis (orange) and expected theoretically from the analytical model (blue). Left127

column shows coefficients between ζ and atmospheric forcing [a’s in Eqs. (1), (S16)–(S20)],128

whereas right column shows coefficients between ζ and the Hilbert transforms of atmospheric129

forcing [b’s in Eqs. (1), (S16)–(S20)]. First row shows results for zonal wind stress π, second130

row meridional wind stress τ , third row barometric pressure p, and fourth row precipitation q.131

Empirical values are 95% confidence intervals across all sites as a function of ridge-regression132

parameter λ (vertical black dashes identify λ = 0.3). Theoretical values are shown as min/max133

ranges based on Eqs. (S16)–(S20) evaluated using parameter values/ranges in Table S2 and an134

angular frequency σ range between 2π
/

(1 day) and 2π
/

(6 days) .135
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Figure S3. Blue dots compare magnitudes of high-pass-filtered anomalous daily zonal wind136

stress π (horizontal axes) and meridional wind stress τ (vertical axes) during ARs at example137

tide gauges (location names and percentages of ARs for which τ magnitudes are larger than π138

magnitudes identified in the title of each panel). For reference, grey dashes mark the 1:1 line.139
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